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“Mind Numbing Box”
2019
½” x 2” x 2”
Copper, Nickel, and Brass
“Mind Numbing Box” alternative view
2019
½” x 2” x 2”
Copper, Nickel, and Brass
“Glorified Paperweight” (on the left)
2020
1 ½” x  3” x ¾”
Copper, Nickel, Brass, Gold
Leaf
“Mini Paperweight” (on the right)
2021
¾” x 2” x 1”
Copper, Nickel, and Brass






















18 ½”x 38”x 13”
Alder Wood
“Big Red 1” Detail
2020
18 ½”x 38”x 13”
Alder Wood
“Big Red 1” Alternative View
2020




21” x 56” x 20”
Alder Wood
“Big Red 2” alternative view
2020
21” x 56” x 20”
Alder Wood




“Study in Wood Bending” detail
2020
Dimensions Variable
Reclaimed Wood

